Instructions

All science articles share common features. In this activity, try to find those common features. Need some help? Contact JEI at questions@emerginginvestigators.org

- Choose a JEI article from the website (www.emerginginvestigators.org)
- Read or scan the article
- Try to answer all of the questions on the next page
- Reward with candy!
**Journal Article Scavenger Hunt**

Every scientific journal article contains the following items – can you find them all in this *JEI* article?

Fill in the blanks to receive a prize!

School where scientists did the work: ________________________________

Date when article was submitted and/or received: __________________________

Date when article was published: ________________________________

Main question being asked: ____________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

One method that was used: ______________________________________________

Page of Figure or Table #1: ______________________________________________

Statistical test used in paper: ______________________________________________

Main conclusion of the paper: _____________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Reference #3: _________________________________________________________

BONUS QUESTION: What happens to an article between the time it is submitted for publication and the time it is published?